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THE WESTERN MISTIC 
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Year 34 — Issue 20 State College, Moorhead, Minnesota Thursday, March 19, 1959 
"Don Giovanni" sales 
terminate tomorrow 
Don Giovanni, the itinerant lover, tries to add the pretty pea­
sant girl, Zerlina, to his list of conquests in a scene from the 
Mozart opera, "Don Giovanni." 
State college heads 
weigh examinations 
Neumaier, the presidents will deliber­
ate on proposals on two topics by the 
director of the state colleges and on 
proposals made at the Jan. 24 meet­
ing in St. Cloud. 
New proposals include one that 
would require all prospective teachers 
to take a special examination prior 
to graduation. The result of this ex­
amination would become part of the 
student's permanent record. The 
other is the advanced placement pro­
gram, which, according to the state 
college director, would include high 
school students taking advanced work 
while still in high school and upon 
passing certain examinations the stu­
dent would be admitted to advanced 
standing in college. 
Recommendations at the Jan. 24 
meeting were made mostly in regard 
to gifted high school students entering 
one of the state colleges. Outstanding 
students, under these proposals, could 
enter college early, be allowed to take 
advance courses rather than the re­
gularly required introductory ones, 
and be permitted to work for college 
credit while still in high school if it 
is in addition to that work regularly 
required for high school graduation 
if these recommendations are ap­
proved. 
Being discussed also are limitations 
on the maximum number of off-cam­
pus credits to be used toward a 
bachelor's degree and limitations on 
previously earned credits for returning 
teachers working for their degrees. 
future teachers... 
Special examinations for all pro­
spective teachers prior to graduation 
is one of the proposals to be consider­
ed at a meeting of the Minnesota state 
college presidents tomorrow in St. 
Paul. 




Pat Sandberg, 1958 MSC homecom­
ing queen, will represent MSC in the 
Minneapolis Star Tribune campus 
cover girl contest. 
The contest will be judged in April. 
Mozart's romantic version 
of the Don Juan legend, "Don 
Giovanni," will be presented in 
English by the National Grass 
Roots Opera Company Apr. 
13 at Weld hall auditorium. 
Tommorrow is the last day 
day to pick up student tickets. 
They may be purchased for 
A E songfest 
scheduled 
April 10-11 
"Dimensions in Art" is the 
theme around which MSC 
campus organizations will 
build their 12 minute acts for 
the 1959 Alpha Epsilon Song­
fest. 
To be held Thursday and 
Friday, Apr. 10 and 11, the 
Songfest will be presented by 
approximately ten competing 
campus groups. 
An annual event at Moorhead State, 
the Songfest not only gives the public 
an opportunity to enjoy an evening 
of entertainment, but it allows cam­
pus organizations to demonstrate 
their respective talents and originality. 
Provides scholarships 
First presented in 1937, the Song­
fest has been presented every year 
except the years during World War 
II. Each year all of the profits from 
the Songfest go toward tuition sch­
olarships to outstanding high school 
seniors in the area. From two to seven 
scholarships are given annually. 
Entering acts are judged on origin­
ality, music, continuity with the 
theme, choreography, and dramatics. 
Judges' names are not announced un­
til after the winning acts have been 
chosen. This year there will be an 
over-all competition with first and 
second prizes given to the top two 
acts. 
Area advertising 
This year Alpha Epsilon fraternity 
members will advertise the fest in 
nearby communities. Songfest buttons 
will be sold to students and com­
munity residents as a means of ad­
vertising the two performances. 
Chairman of this year's event is 
Tom Smith, an AE member from 
Wadena. Master of ceremonies for the 
show will be Tom Skalsky. Pub­
licity chairman is Larry Foreman. 
15^ in the bookstore. 
"Don Giovanni" is the story 
of an extraordinarily success­
ful woman wooer. The Mozart 
version of the familiar theme 
is the tragedy of a man who 
tries to encompass all human 
experience. 
The National Grass Room Opera 
Company was originally formed in 
1948 in Raleigh, N. C., by a local 
attorney and businessman, A. J. 
Fletcher. He felt that if opera were 
to appeal to the larger percentage of 
people it would have to be done in 
their own language. Since their first 
appearance as a complete group in 
Jan. 1950, they have received rave 
notices from resort areas, large urban 
communities, midwest farm towns, 
and colleges. 
At the end of the present season 
they will have given over 900 per­
formances in 35 states and will have 
presented 25 operas, all done in Eng­
lish. They have not confined their 
productions to the standard works, 
but they have also done contemporary 
American opera compositions such as 
Alec Wilder's "Sunday Excursion" 
and Martin Kalmanoff's "A Quiet 
Game of Cribbage." 
The group is directed by Gert 
Muser, a native of Mannheim, Ger­
many. He is a veteran of over 200 
operatic performances. His troup 
consists of young performances from 
all over the United States. They are 
selected by virtue of their acting a-
bility as well as musicianship. 
French fantasy opens 
two weeks before finals 
"It's all make-believe. And 
all we can expect from these 
make-believe men is itself 
make-believe."And so the mad 
countess in "The Madwoman 
of Chaillot" begins to impart 
some more unmad wisdom to 
one of the 40 members of the 
Marilyn Sandau, Helen War­
ren, and Jack Renner try out 
for the spring play, "Mad 
Woman of Chaillot." Final 
tryouts will be held tonight 
(Thursday) in Weld hall at 3 
and 7 p.m. 
Milbrath slates April 7 meet 
Pat Sandberg 
[iss Sandberg's picture will appear 
i the Apr. 5 edition of the Tribune. 
A junior elementary education ma-
ir from St. Hilaire, Pat is currently 
ractice teaching at South Moorhead 
>nior high school. 
She is an outdoor girl who enjoys 
imping, horseback riding, hiking, 
nd fishing. Cooking is her number 
ne hobby. 
Are you planning to student 
teach during the college year 
1959-60? -A meeting for 
f u t u r e  s t u d e n t  t e a c h e r s ,  
(1959-60), will be held Tues­
day, Apr. 7. 
The meeting will be held from 6 to 
7 p.m. in the campus school audi­
torium. MSC's student teaching pro­
gram will be explained. 
Prospective student teachers must 
pre-register for the program at least 
two quarters in advance of their 
practice teaching. 
According to Dr. Cyril Milbrath, 
student teaching co-ordinator, students 
are urged to do their teaching in their 
ninth, tenth, or eleventh quarters, 
thus permitting them to have their 
twelfth quarter open for placement in­
terviews. 
Student teachers 
Student teachers this quarter in­
clude: in the campus school elemen­
tary grades; Roger Dorn, Laura Han-
nemann, Norma Henderson, Lois 
Hess, Mary Jane Leary, Martha Leve-
rett, Pat MacGregor, Janice Olson, 
Marilyn Ringwald, Laura Sherlock, 
Margaret Unzen, and Sigrid Vorvick. 
Teaching on the secondary level in 
the campus school are Keith Belle-
fauille, LeRoy Edstrom, DuWayne 
Gilsrud, Eugene Goedel, Russell 
Hovdestad, Lois Jensen, Marcia Mar­
tin, Robert Mickelson, Francis Parent, 
Mary Porkornoski, Dale Solheim, Tats 
Tanaka, and Marlys Arntson. 
Off-campus student teachers in 
Fargo, Moorhead, and Dilworth are 
Ann Marie Borgen, Janice Dodge, 
Lorraine Januszewski, Margaret John­
son, Leah Loffer, Pat Sandberg. 
Jerome Arzdorf, John Bakken, 
Eleanor Chial, Robbert Disse, Kenneth 
Easter, John Hjalmer, Douglass Koep-
sell, Janice Lommen, Robert Lowe, 
Emil Marotzke, Lois Miller, Sherman 
Moe, Judith Nelson, and Darrel Tom-
linson. 
Out of town 
Out of town student teachers are, 
in Fergus Falls; Maureen Restad, 
Donald Hjelle, and Freemont Ho-
bert. In Mahnomen; Leslie Tolmes, 
Sylvia Johnson, and Lois Kuehl. Jess 
Jordan and Richard Olson are in De-
tioit Lakes and Keith Inwards is in 
Barnesville. 
Student teaching in Glyndon is Guy 
Varty, and Lyle Howg is in West 
Fargo. 
spring play cast. 
"The Madwoman of Chail­
lot" by Jean Giradoux, a 
French bureaucrat, has won 
tremendous approval among 
American audiences. The 
"Madwoman" won the New 
York critics circle award as 
the best foreign play of 1948-
49. According to Mr. Delmar 
Hansen, director, it is one of 
the most popular college pro­
ductions. 
Other plays by Giradoux, "Ondine" 
and "The Enchanted," have also been 
successful on Broadway. 
Mr. Hansen sums up the plot in this 
manner; "It is the story of a mad 
noblewoman who, with the aid of 
the rabble of Paris, rids the city of 
its financiers and spectators in a 
funny, satirical way." 
The play is a comedy-fantasy with 
a large cast, colorful scenery, elabor­
ate costumes, and incidental music 
throughout. It will be cast before the 
AE songfest and rehearsals before 
that time will be of a limited nature 
so that students may participate in 
both events. 
"Everyone of the 40 roles can be 
made into a good one," said Mr. 
Hansen, "and the use of imagination 
on the part of the characters will be 
of utmost importance." 
Tryouts are being held this week 
and will end today with final read­
ings at 3 and 7 p.m. in room 202. 
Mach wins 
scholarship 
Theodora Mack, junior from Hen-
ning, was awarded a $50 scholarship 
for her theme, "Greek Mythology in 
a Modern Setting," at the English 
club's Monday,. Mar. 16 meeting. 
The theme, which was entered in 
the contest sponsored by the English 
club, was based on a comparison of 
a Greek myth and a modern version 
of the same myth. James Joyce's 
"Portrait of an Artist as a Young 
Man" and the myth "Deadalus and 
Icarus" were the bases of Miss 
Mack's essay. 
An English and literature major, 
Thedora plans to teach. Her minors 
are French and mathematics, and she 
is also studying German. 
"I certainly can use the money," she 
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Com ment 
Hold them now 
Minnesota state college salaries have reached such a low 
point that the quality of education in their institutions is in 
jeopardy. Mass exodus of faculties are imminent unless salar­
ies are raised immediately. 
Today a person with a master's degree starts out at MSC 
at $3,900 a year. How many MSC students expect better than 
$4,000 for elementary or secondary teaching jobs? 
In 1958-59 the average salary of a full professor in Min­
nesota state colleges is $7730. A study reecntly completed by 
the United States office of education shows that the average 
salary of full professors this year is $10,160 at private in­
stitutions, $9,410 at public universities, and $8,950 at public 
colleges. 
There are approximately 600 state college teachers in Min­
nesota all of whom are grossly underpaid. Even the inferior 
and unskilled teachers deserves a salary near the bare mini­
mum subsistence level. 
This year Wisconsin and Indiana are asking state college 
increases of 20 per cent for the coming biennium. Illinois and 
Iowa are asking 15 per cent. They are already drawing lafger 
salaries than Minnesota college teachers. The Minnesota state 
college board is merely asking an eight per cent increase of 
salaries and Governor Orville Freeman has offered only four 
per cent. 
The modest requests made by the interfaculty organiza­
tion seem reasonable. The state cannot afford not to raise 
college salaries. If they don't hold them now — they'll never 
get a second chance. 
P. O. Box 4 
Editor's note 
The Western Mistic encourages 
letters to the editor. All signed letters 
not exceeding 300 words will be 
printed. Names will be with held up­
on request, but each letter submitted 
to the Mistic must be signed by the 
writer. 
To the editor: 
Refer to the article entitled "Be 
tough" on page five in the Mar. 12, 
issue. Support for more teacher au­
thority is certainly long overdue. 
However, I don't think that merely 
more authority over the student will 
be a complete solution. Many times 
a teacher, principal, or superintendent 
is made helpless by lack of support 
from parents or even the school board. 
Parents are sometimes so prejudiced 
about the behavior of their young­
sters that they will not even admit the 
possibility of their child misbehaving. 
We must not forget, either, that 
school board members are elected by 
the parents of the attending pupils. 
They are sometimes very easily 
swayed in their opinions because of 
the fear of losing their position of 
piestige. 
Maybe more authority over the 
parents should be given to teachers 
by the school board. Otherwise, those 
youngsters who are approaching 
juvenile delinquency because of the 
lack of control by parents cannot be 
expected to be changed if authority is 
also lacking in the teachers of our 
public schools. 
Darrell Zicafoose 
LITTLE MAN ON®CAMPUS 
#  .  1 * 1  1  •  M U f V U S *  Disillusioned idealism MS alums 
11 WERE FlRlbfG YOU BECAUSE YOU OBVIOUQYjLOOrt<bO 
UMPEE PAID THAT WE FEEL YOU COULVNT FCSSIBLY P& 
TEACH I Si 6 STUDENTS THE GLORIES OF CAPITALISM ANP 
THE PP<D£P££ITY OF FPEE ENTBfcPfcW. 
FP<snK1 
Romain Gary, Lady L., Simon and Schuster, 
215 pp., $3.50. 
Bilingual author, Romain Gary, 
whose 1958 novel, The Roots of 
Heaven, won him the highest French 
literary honor has written an amus­
ing novel that spoofs idealists who 
love humanity more than they love 
their fellow men. 
Lady L. is a fluffy flashback that 
satirizes stuffiness of the aristocracy 
and the clumsiness of a delightful 
group of anarchists. 
The lady in the title is one of the 
last grandes dames of England. She 
is the progenitor of a whole slew of 
cabinet ministers, bishops, and di­
rectors of the Bank of England, all 
of whom, she considers insufferably 
pompous. 
On her eightieth birthday she re­
veals to horrified Poet Laureate, Percy 
Rodimer, that she was originally An­
nette Boudin, a Parisian prostitute. 
She was beautiful and became the 
coney catcher for a group of anarch­
ists. The handsome, humorless leader 
Armand is too busy making bombs 
that will save humanity to make love. 
"He was a selfish, egotistical, self-
indulgent man who loved nothing 
but humanity ... She had been un­
lucky. She could have loved a gambl­
er, an opium addict, a common thief, 
a drunkard—but no, it had to be an 
idealist." 
She eventually marries into the 
English aristocracy, but never loses 
her yen for Armand. Eight years after 
she marries Lord L., Armand seeks 
her assistance in robbing the guests at 
one of her own plush parties. She 
helps, but everything goes wrong and 
he hides in the summer pavilion. 
Armand still refuses to be possessed 
by mere mortals, so Lady L. does 
what she must, a grisly piece of work 
reminiscent of William Faulkner's 
A Rose for Emily. 
This is a slickly written ball of 
confetti that need not tax your cere­
brum. It is recommended for summer 
reading in March. 
organize 
Plans for a six month program was 
the topic of discussion at a meeting 
of the MSC executive board of the 
Alumni Association, Mar. 12, at the 
home of President and Mrs. John J. 
Neumaier. 
Dr. Clarence Glasrud, faculty 
alumni representative, expressed the 
alums desire for a regular column in 
the Mistic and the development of an 
efficient weekly news letter which 
would be issued to alumni every three 
months. 
The news letter would have news 
of commencement activities, home­
coming activities, and in general, 
news to keep the alumns up-to-date 
with present college activities. 
At present a membership drive is 
under way, and all graduates of MSC 
are welcomed to join. Annual dues are 
$2 and this fee takes care of the issu­
ing of the newspaper and the quarter­
ly news letter to each alum. 
Activities for commencement day 
have been planned with a luncheon 
for all alums on May 29. 
There is much thoughtful 
food in a poem by George 
Cuomo1'Which appeared in a 
recent issue of "Saturday Re­
view." 
"On the Death of a Student 
Hopelessly Failing My Course" 
He died the day before the last exam, 
Leaving parents a lifetime of saying 
"He could have made it, poor boy!" 
Poor boy, he 
Could not. How little he could do 
in life! 
He lacked whole galaxies of talents, 
lacked 
Quickness of hand or foot or eye or 
mind, 
Lacked will and ambition, lacked 
height and strength, 
Lacked even hope, lacked means of 
being hurt. 
He could swim well, he told me, and 
tried out, 
And did not make the team, and did 
not mind. 
Failure themed his small life, com­
forting him. 
He died racing a fire-red sports car, 
Soaring from the mountain roadway 
to spread 
A giant arc across the still night sky. 
It's a good thing that Easter vaca­
tion is starting so that we can all go 
home and free-load for awhile. Every­
one seems to be short of that basis 
medium of exchange, money. All 
right, so short isn't the word. I'm 
broke too. I was, anyway, until I went 
baby-sitting; now my mind is der-
ranged but I have a few cents to buy 
coffee. I had a bit of trouble when 
the dog chewed up my glove and the 
kids started hitting each other with 
a flash-light. I lived but I still think 
it's absolutely sad what some people 
will do for money. 
Current events 
Ah well, everyone has problems 
these days. Students who hope to 
graduate with teaching degrees this 
spring, are looking for jobs, and they 
ali seem to be writing to the same 
schools. What they don't know is 
that Ulen, Gackle, and Henning have 
school rooms already reserved for 
them. 
Speaking of small towns, you could 
tell there were some at the final bas­
ketball tournaments. I knew for sure 
when I heard two lads arguing over 
how many cows could be bedded and 
fed in the Concordia fieldhouse. 
Sniffling students 
It must be encouraging for the 
teachers here when over half of their 
students sit and sneeze and cough 
during class. And I've never seen a 
scholar who really appears as his 
most intelligent self while blowing his 
nose. But these little things, as they 
came, shall leave. What else can we 
expect but a cold when everytime it 
thaws we all go wading around 
through cold water. It isn't that we 
like to or get any special thrills from 
doing it. It's just that in order to get 
to our little "home away from home," 
we have to cross the great shaking 
swamp. I hate having a cold. 
Purely for enjoyment 
If you feel that life is passing you 
by and you have all of your studies 
done, which in itself is a ridiculois 
assumption, I have two suggestions 
for you. First of all try watching the 
"Jack Parr" show. This is not a paid 
commercial but unless you have 
something personal against television 
and if you don't have an early class 
it's the only reasonable thing to do 
with your time. You'll see some of 
the most interesting people you could 
ask to see and with some of the finest 
talent of this day. You will be royal­
ly entertained. 
My second suggestion is to try out 
for the spring play. The last try outs 
are tonight so you'd best hurry. The 
play is a delightful one and it has 
a cast of thousands, so you have a 
good chance of getting a part and 
there by releasing your suppressed 
theatrical abilities. What with all of 
these large cast plays it has been 
mentioned that next year it is plan­
ned for us to do Hannibal crossing 
the Alps. The cast will include one re­
giment of battle arrayed warriors and 
three elephants. 
So after all, all the world's a stage: 
the class room, the campus, and 
Sharels. But please don't let it go to 
your head — you know what you've 
often thought about those that do. 
O 9 O 
To consult with the wisest and the 
greatest men ... 
To use books rightly. — Ruskin. 
fI want, I want, I want' 
Saul Bellow, Henderson the Rain King, 
Viking Press, 341 pp., $4.50. 
Henderson the Rain King is an 
adventure story that depicts a man's 
struggle to find salvation. Mr. Bellow's 
protagonist, Eugene Henderson, is a 
middle-aged American millionaire 
who possesses great physical strength. 
Boisterous, crude, restless, dissatisfied, 
and by his own admission a bum and 
disgrace to his family name, he is 
driven by an inner voice that says, 
"I want, I want, I want." 
In the first 50 pages Henderson 
narrates his zany personal life. He is a 
gentleman pig farmer who was trap­
ped by his wife, his children do not 
understand him, and he is thwarted 
ii. his attempt to become a physician. 
Finally, at 55, he takes off to a dark 
Africa of Bellow's curious imagination. 
In the manner of Don Quixote he 
promptly brings disaster to himself 
and his benefactors. He and his native 
Sancho Panza, Romilayu, are the 
guests of a tribe that is mourning the 
death of their cattle. The local water 
supply is infested with frogs. Tribal 
tabus forbid the usage of the water 
so Henderson lobs a homemade bomb 
in the reservoir. This takes care of 
the frogs, but the retaining wall col­
lapses. 
Next Henderson and Romilayu meet 
the sterner Wariri. He performs a 
stupendous feat of strength during a 
rain ceremony and as it begins to rain, 
he unwillingly becomes Sungo, the 
rain king. 
Western-educated King Dahfu be­
comes his friend and confident. He 
subjects Henderson to a close range 
study of the behavior of lions. While 
in the midst of teaching him an un­
derstanding of the mystery of being, 
Dahfu's life ends tragically. Hender­
son returns to America carrying a lion 
cub as well as the conviction he has 
fcund what he was looking for. 
For the symbol-minded (no pun 
intended) there is a rich field of study 
in this book by University of Minne­
sota Professor, Saul Bellow. The mes­
sage seems to be that we must re­
claim our animal nature and become 
unafraid of it in order to reach the 
fullness of experience. 
There are passages of straight story­
telling with vivid action and Hender­
son's colloquial style gives the book 
a special quality of headlong energy. 
The last part of the book fails to get 
off the ground, but reading it is an 
unforgettably weird experience. Bel­
low succeeds in placing the theme of 
America's discount and self-realization 
in a fresh setting. 
Longtine elected 
Iota Alpha head 
New officers were elected at the 12 
March meeting of the Iota Alpha in­
dustrial arts fraternity. They are: 
Richard Longtine, president; Dennis 
Johnk, vice president; Clinton Soren-
son, secretary; Robert Wander, trea­
surer; John Blazek, historian, and John 
Anderson, parliamentarian. 
A demonstration on wood staining 
and finishing, presented by Mr. Mat-
son of the Stein Paint and Glass Com­
pany, was also included in the meet­
ing. 
Anyone concerned about the 
MSC library will miss the op­
portunity to take construc­
tive action if he does not 
write to the state legislature. 
Letters may be sent to the 
Hon. William Dosland, Senate 
Chamber, State Capital, St. 
Paul, Minn., or to the Hon. 
Clarence Evenson, House 
Chamber, State Capital, St. 
Paul, Minn. 
• • • 
Margaret Mead has come 
and gone, but as a last word, 
I am compelled to reprint a 
poem appearing in "The At­
lantic." 
"The Anthropologist" 
Sing a song of mores! 
Tell us of taboo! 
Sort out sexy stories! 
Watch how menfolks woo! 
Study twenty slatterns 
Clad in wool and weed! 
Call them culture patterns! 
(Words by Margaret Mead) 
• • • 
Unfortunately our last is­
sue didn't disappoint those 
who look for mistakes. In 
West Lebanon, Ind., the edi­
tors of the "Gazette" tried to 
explain a number of recent 
typographical errors in its 
pages said they had been 
caused by "remlins." 
• • • 
It happened in communica­
tions class. An intrepid fresh­
man complained bitterly when 
his essay failed to pass. "You 
yie passing up a potential gen­
ius," he declared. "My writ­
ing will be studied in college 
someday." 
"Stuff and nonsense," re­
plied the professor. "You're 
just making a Montaigne out 
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT 
State College, Moorhead, Minnesota 
New president popular 
Dr. John J. Neumaier the son of 
Otto Neumaier, an importer and ex­
porter of grain and flour, was born in 
Frankfort on Main, Germany, Oct­
ober 30, 1921. His mother was born 
in Vienna and was the first contralto 
of the Frankfort Opera. Before com­
ing to the United States in 1940, Dr. 
Neumaier attended elementary school 
in Frankfort, Germany. Between the 
years 1935-1939, he attended other 
schools in French Switzerland, Milan 
in Italy and Bedforshire in England. 
Dr. Neumaier received his B.A. 
Magna Cum Laude from the Uni­
versity of Minnesota majoring in 
philosophy and minoring in sociology. 
The years 1947-1951 he spent as an 
instructor at the University of Min­
nesota. In 1951 Dr. Neumaier became 
an instructor of sociology and philo­
sophy at Hibbing Junior College and 
an instmctor in the University of Min­
nesota extension division. In 1954 he 
received his Ph.D. degree from the 
University of Minnesota, his thesis be­
ing "The Social Philosophy of Bert-
rand Russell and its relation to Logic, 
Ethics, and Sociology." 
The postion of Dean of Hibbing 
Junior College was held by Dr. Neu­
maier from 1955 to July of 1958 and 
in July of 1958 he was appointed 
president of Moorhead State College. 
According to President Neumaier, 
the state colleges are greatly strength-
Student Commission 
serves MSC students 
'Vote for Jens, if you have sense,' 
the was one of  slogans heard around 
campus a few weeks ago as the stu­
dents of Moorhead State College vot­
ed for their choice to represent them 
on the student commission. 
A group of sixteen young men and 
women, with the assistance of Mrs. 
Virginia Grantham, faculty advisor, 
are selected by their peers to work 
with and for the students on the 
MSC campus. 
Some readers may wonder what 
this governing body does. One major 
area of the commission's work is that 
of acting as a liason between stu­
dents and administration. Another 
Dahl dorm 
delightful 
Pride of the MSC campus is 
the sparkling new women's 
dormitory, Dahl hall. Com­
pleted in the fall of 1958 at a 
cost of one million dollars, the 
dormitory houses all women 
students who live on campus. 
A visitor to the dorm first enters the 
spacious lounge. Easy chairs and 
couches are scattered in welcoming 
conversation groups. There is usually 
r. group of students gathered around 
the hi-fi set listening to their current 
favorites. 
Rooms described 
At the reception desk a counselor 
greets you and helps you find a 
friend or answers any questions you 
may have about the dormitory. 
Each room in Dahl hall is furnished 
for two girls. Built-in beds and dress­
ing table are found on one side of 
the room. Opposite the beds are 
closets and desks. Deep drawers are 
found beneath the beds and shelves 
are conveniently located above the 
desk. 
Each residence section of the dorm 
has its own day room with that vital 
necessity, the telephone. The day 
room is a small lounge comfortably 
furnished for popcorn parties or eve­
ning discussions. 
Breakfast in basement 
Some of the most important rooms 
are in the basement where residents 
start the day by eating breakfast in 
the cafeteria. The relaxed atmosphere 
is complete with robes and pin curls. 
The study rooms in the basement 
are ideal for working on group pro­
jects or for finding a quiet, solitary 
place to read. 
Two of the busiest rooms in the 
dorm are the laundry rooms. Six 
automatic washers and driers help 
lighten the load for Dahl girls. Com­
pletely furnished ironing rooms are 
located on each floor. 
A day in Dahl can be completed 
with entertainment of your choice. 
Spacious recreation rooms are furn­
ished with easy chairs, color TV, table 
tennis, and shuffleboard. 
pioject concerns planning and control­
ling the budget for all student acti­
vities on campus. The commission 
makes allocations to these college 
activities. Upon entering college each 
student pays a $10 activity fee, and 
commission members determine how 
the sum of this money is to be divid­
ed. Money for the band and choir 
tours are budgeted. The debate trip 
last year to Washington, D. C. and 
the basketball team's trip to Western 
111. came from the activity fund of 
the students under the control of the 
commission budget. 
At Moorhead State College, the stu­
dent plays an important role in all 
areas of campus life. President Neu­
maier, together with the faculty mem­
bers, encourages the students to make 
known their opinions. The surest way 
of contacting faculty members is to 
bring problems to the student com­
mission. 
Faculty members serve as advisors 
ii. each of the departments represent­
ed on the commission. The band and 
choir directors are advisors to the 
music commissioner. The athletic di­
rector works with the athletic com­
missioner. The publicity commission­
er works with the faculty members in 
journalism. Each department is rep­
resented, and students and faculty 
members work together for the good 
of the school. The student commis­
sion can be, and most often is, the 
mouthpiece for the students and an 
earphone for the faculty members. 
ened by the fact that besides being in­
stitutions for teacher education, they 
are liberal arts and pre-professional 
institutions. For it is equally important 
for a teacher to have a liberal arts 
background as it is for a lawyer, 
doctor or engineer. There should be 
a demand for excellence in education 
ar. in other professions. Excellence not 
in a snobbish sense but excellence in 
achievement of capacity. Further­
more, emphasis must be placed on a 
demand for first choice students in 
education and not cast-offs from other 
professions. 
He also believes that an education­
al institution should provide as much 
for pre-professional and other cur­
ricula as it does for education. At 
Moorhead State College, this aspect is 
greatly enhanced by the fact that 
there are many Ph.D.'s from leading 
Universities of this country and over­
seas. For example there are Ph.D.'s 
from the State University of Iowa; 
Cornell University; University of Chi­
cago; University of Minnesota; Har­
vard; University of Edinburgh; Col­
umbia University; Ohio State Univer-
city; University of Wisconsin and 
many others. There are also many fa­
culty members who serve as chairmen 
of state and national professional 
groups. In regard to the faculty, 
President Neumaier says, "There is 
present a willingness to experiment 
with ideas and curricula which is 
comparatively rare instittuions of 
hgiher education." 
The students at Moorhead State 
College have a major role, both aca­
demically and socially, in the advance­
ment and improvement of the college. 
According to President Neumaier, 
"There must be a realization on the 
part of the students or at least the 
student commission that the power 
to influence, potentially, not only 
extra-curricular activities but also the 
academic direction of the college lies 
with them to a great degree, for no 
matter what the ideals of the faculty 
are, it is, in the final analysis, the stu­
dent's willingness and interest in ideas 
and learning on which the academic 
standards of the college depend." For 
students ought to be treated, as far 
as possible, as equals. To quote Presi­
dent Neumaier, "I realize I would 
have been more popular had I not 
used the phrase 'as far as possible' but 
since my object is to be honest rather 
than popular, I have to concede that 
only to the extent that the students 
are willing to be responsible, can they 




Moorhead State College offers a 
wide variety of academic programs to 
suit the interests and needs of all. 
There is much more than a teacher 
education program at MSC. Many 
students are engaged in various fields 
outside of preparation for teaching. 
Advanced classes 
challenge frosh 
One class of special interest to 
freshmen at MSC is an advanced so­
cial studies class. Students in the 
class are some of the top freshmen 
who desire and get extra work of an 
advanced nature. 
Another kind of advanced work is 
also open to freshmen at MSC. Ap­
proximately five per cent of the en­
tering freshmen are exempt from tak­
ing the lower divisions English series. 
In this department, classes to be 
taken can be worked out with definite 
relationship to the requirements of the 
professional school a student is plan­
ning to attend later. 
3tusic9 drama draw crowds 
Moorhead State College is 
rapidly becoming a major cul­
tural center in the Fargo-
Moorhead area. A brief re­
sume of two aspects of the 
school, the fine arts series and 
the drama program, will illus­
trate this point. 
First, let us look at the fine arts 
program. This is new at MSC and 
was introduced by a committee di­
rected by Dr. Joseph Satin of the 
English department. During the year 
we have had performances and a 
third is scheduled for Monday, Apr. 
13. The first one was presented in 
November and feature one of the 
world's greatest Shakespearean actors, 
Sir John Gielgud. 
The second concert brought to the 
campus the Don Cossack Chorus and 
dancers on Friday, Mar. 6. This 
group was organized in Prague, 
Czeckoslavakia, by its present di­
rector, Nicholas Kostruckoff. 
"Don Giovanni" 
The third and last 1958-59 concert 
will be Mozart's opera "Don Giovan­
ni" as presented by the National Grass 
Roots Opera Company. 
Next year's program will be even 
bigger with six all-star programs be­
ginning in Oct. and ending in Mar. 
Julian Bream, one of the world's 
greatest lutenists and foremost classi­
cal guitarist will give two part con­
cert for lute and guitar. 
William Prince 
William Prince and a broadway cast 
of 20 will perform in "Under Milk 
Wood" by Dylan Thomas, one of the 
outstanding writers of our time. 
Sanroma, an internationally famed 
Pianist will present a concert for the 
third program of the 1959-60 season. 
Following Sanroma will be Clara-
mae Turner. 
The season's fifth concert will fea­
ture the Vienna Academy chorus. The 
chorus will present a concert consist­
ing of three parts, including choral 
literature, the music of Vienna, and 
Austrian folksongs, dances, and yodels. 
The season's last concert will be pre­
sented by Cesare Valletti, leading 
tenor of the Metropoliton and La 
Scala Opera houses. Mr. Valletti is 
considered one of the finest lyric 
tenors in the world. 
Drama program 
An important part of the MSC cul­
tural picture is the work of the 
drama department. Under the direc­
tion of a new director, Mr. Delmar 
J. Hansen, the drama department is 
presenting bigger, and say local cri­
tics, better productions. 
Two plays, "The Heiress" and "Dark 
of the Moon" have already been pre­
sented this school year. A third, "The 
Madwoman of Chaillot," will be given 
in Weld auditorium on Thursday and 
Friday, May 14 and 15. 
The three plays are studies in con­
trast. "The Heiress" is a serious cos­
tume drama, "Dark of the Moon" a 
folk legend based on the story of the 
ballard of Barbara Allen, and "The 
Madwoman of Chaillot" is a comedy 
in a French setting. "Madwoman," 
however, is not without its serious 
moments. 
Drama clubs 
There are two dramatics organiza­
tions on campus. The Blackfriars, a 
local organization, has a membership 
of approximately 50 students. The 
other, Alpha Psi Omega, national 
honorary dramatics fraternity, will ac­
cept approximately ten new members 
at the spring initiation. 
Student admission to the dramatics 
productions is free of charge. MSC 
students may reserve seats in advance, 
therby being assured of a place to 
sit during performances. 
Some of the largest crowds in the 
history of the college have been at­
tracted by the work of these two cul­
tural programs this year. With the 
plans for increased performances of 
both fine arts programs and plays 
next year, MSC should be a magnet 
which will draw all types of interest 
groups to it. 
There is a two year program lead­
ing to an associate in arts degree. In­
cluded in this curricula are the fields 
of home economics, industrial arts, 
and business administration (account­
ing, finance-management, marketing, 
and secretarial science). This program 
is designed to meet vocational needs 
of high school graduates. 
Pre-professional 
A second academic program avail­
able at MSC is the pre-professional 
curricula which provide preliminary 
study in fifteen fields. In this program 
are students who are working toward 
a particular profession outside of the 
area of teaching. Specific two or three 
year courses of study are available. 
At the end of this a student can tran­
sfer his credits to a school granting 
a degree in his particular field. 
Among the pre-professional cur­
ricula at MSC are those in agriculture, 
business, engineering, forestry, home 
economics, journalism, law, meteoro­
logy, and social science. Those inter­
ested in government work will find 
courses available in pre-foreign ser­
vice and pre-government service. The 
medical field is represented with pre-
dentistry, pre-medicine, pre- medical 
technology, and pre-nursing programs, 
cula is offered. 
A bachelor of arts degree is granted 
after four years of study and upon 
completion of courses in general edu­
cation and in a major and minor 
field of study. 
Teacher education 
While it is true that these other 
areas of study are available, most of 
the MSC students are engaged in the 
teacher education program. Students 
may receive bachelor of science de­
grees in elementary or secondary edu­
cation. The secondary program pre­
sents two possibilities. The first pre­
pares a teacher to teach in grades 7-
12. The second plan emphasizes three 
minors and is especially for those pre­
paring for junior high teaching. 
Under the secondary degree cur­
riculum students may work toward 
majors or minors in the fields of art, 
business, geography, health, physical 
education and recreation, literature, 
mathematics, music, science, social 
studies, and history. Minors only are 
offered in French, Spanish, library 
science, speech, and journalism. An 
industrial arts major is also offered. 
Those doing work in special fields 
such as music, art, physical education 
are given training to teach their sub­
ject in grades 1-12. A full quarter 
of student teaching either in the 
Campus Laboratory School or in vari­
ous off-campus centers is a vital part 
of the teacher education program. 
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT 
The study of foreign languages is one of many academic 
phases emphasized through displays during the year. 
Homecoming Queen Pat Sandberg and her attendants look 
over campaign material before last fall's coronation. 
In competition with the girls' new quarters is Ballard dormitory for men, which is a few years 
older. 
Dahl hall's spacious lounge is a welcome spot of relaxation for 
Dahlhouse occupants and their dates. 




Study, the core of campus life, occupies much of a student's time. MSC's new library is in the 
planning stage and will become a realization soon. 
The Don Cossacks are an ex­
ample of MSC's growing fine 
arts program. Next year pro­
mises an even more thorough 
program of events 
Formal or informal, discussion plays a large part of classes 
such as this psychology seminar in the home of Dr. J. P. Smith 
Carl Kowan, Minnesota journalist, proved to be an interesting 
speaker on this year's lecture program. 
One quarter of every ^education student's life is spent in stu­
dent teaching at the campus laboratory school or an assigned 
off-campus school. 
MSC takes a small part in the world's newly-realized impor­
tance of foreign languages. Three years of French and Spanish 
are part of Moorhead State's electives. 
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT 
Many of MSC's art exhibits are national and international. 
Students, too, exhibits in art shows. 
Working and playing together brings the closeness attributed to a small college. 
The Christmas dance is one of the annual formal events spon­
sored by student organizations. Instrumental and vocal music are an important part of college 
as seen by the participant or the audience. 
Not all of campus life pertains to the cultural and academic. 
Some is extra-curricular education. 
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Student poll reveals 
cars, studies do mix 
"It's almost beyond com­
prehension why parents allow 
it," declared a Los Angeles 
high school vice principal last 
month. 
Cars and studies definitely do not 
mix, according to Mr. William Con-
dit's report. No straight A student at 
Belmont High School owns a car, 
but as grade average decline, the 
number of students claiming owner­
ship of autos increased to a stagger­
ing 83 per cent of the failing scholars. 
Drivers rank higher 
The results of a similar poll taken 
at MSC last week revealed that par­
ents of college students appartently 
have nothing to worry about. 
Out of the 205 students who parti­
cipated in the poll, the average hon­
or point ratio for the 118 students who 
own cars is 1.90. Their 87 poorer as­
sociates who do not own cars rang up 
a 1.77 average to trail the drivers by 
.2 of a point. 
Humphrey offers 
youth program 
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey pro­
posed a comprehensive Youth Oppor­
tunity Program in the senate recent­
ly and called for federal scholarships 
to send 46,000 young people to col­
lege a year. 
The Youth Opportunity Program 
offered by Senator Humphrey also 
includes assistance for colleges and 
universities accepting federal scholar­
ship winners, tuition tax credits, 
school and classroom construction leg­
islation, and aid to states and local 




• • • Pastor Arne Kvaalen, Lutheran minister from 
NDAC, will address the LSA tonight on 'Religious Implica­
tions of Current Movies" at 7:30 p.m. 
• • 9 The special high school supplement appearing ap­
pearing in today's Mistic was written and edited by members 
of Kappa Delta Pi, national education fraternity, and Alpha 
Phi Gamma, national honorary journalistic fraternity. 
• • • Last night, Slater's food service served 60 mem­
bers of the MSC faculty at a banquet in the cafeteria. 
• • • Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Kosen on 
the birth of their daughter, Darlene Dawn, Monday, Mar. 9. 
Waldo is editor of the Dragon annual. Darlene weighed in­
to St. Ansgar's hospital at 6 pounds, 9 ounces. 
Dr. David Schwartz converses with guest convocation speaker 
Sander Genis, who spoke in Weld hall on Thursday, Mar. 12. 
Labor leader Genis 
urges work-hour cut 
"A 10 per cent cut in working 
hours is the solution to the unemploy­
ment problem confronting the na­
tion," Sander Genis, international 
vice-president of the Amalgamated 
Clothing Workers of America, told a 
full house at last week's convocation. 
"If we cut working hours," Genis 
declared, "the six million persons now 
out of work could be employed." The 
union official said that unemployment 
is a sign of "economic illness" for 
which a "real cure" must be found. 
"The problem of racksteers faces 
every organization," Genis added. 
"What about corruption in corpora­
tions? Why isn't it investigated?" Gen­
is queried. 
The former president of the Min­
nesota CIO attacked "right-to-work" 
legislation and the Taft-Hartley law, 
saying such measures are designed to 
break unions. Genis foresees greater 
union organization ot white-collar 
workers and s:.ch professional people 
as teachers. 
According to Genis, 16£ million 
working people belong to unions to­
day. Genis said, "Whether you dis­
like unions or not, they are now a 
permanent part of society." 
Euterpe presents 
Easter Dawning 
In "a modern setting of the Easter 
story," as described by Dr. Maude 
Wenck, the Euterpe singers present­
ed the Easter cantata, "Easter Dawn­
ing" this morning at 6:30 in Weld 
hall auditorium. 
Dr. Wenck directed the cantata 
with Miss Mildred Holstad accom­
panying. 
Soloists for the cantata were sopran­
os; Mary Ann Oliphant, Jocelyn Gid-
mark, Margaret Ressett, Ellen Green­
wood, and contraltos, Sandra Bots-
ford and Myrna Martin. 
"Behold Man — Behald God" was 
the theme used by Reverend Angus 
Logan, speaker at the Easter sunrise 
service. 
Rev. Logan is a native of Scot­
land where he was pastor of a Pres­
byterian church. During the second 
World War he was a chaplain for 
England. Last May he moved from 
New Brunswick, Canada, to Ada, 




"Wake Up and Read" is the slogan 
for the National Library Week to be 
held Apr. 12-18. This year the MSC 
library plans to observe the week by 
setting up book displays in the libr­
ary. 
Miss Kivi, college librarian, stated 
that there will be an informal coffee 
hour on Apr. 15 from 2:30 to 4 p.m. 
in Ingleside. 
This informal tea is being planned 
so that students and faculty can dis­
cuss various books and their own 
personal libraries. 
First National Bank 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
EVERY MODERN BANKING SERVICE 
Savings Accounts - Personal Loans 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Save Money — Save Time 
Moorhead's NEWEST Laundry 
Self - Service 
Coin Operated Wash or Dry 
FREE PARKING — OPEN 24 HOURS 
ECON - O -WASH 
123 Eighth Street South Moorhead 
Service is our specialty 
24 hour service 
Our cooks are food 
specialists 
WOOD'S CAFE 
915 Main Avenue 
DR. L. F. REMARK 
Dentist 
Weekdays — Saturdays 
9-6 8-12 
421 First Avenue 
Phone CE 3-1941 
Do You Think for Yourself? (ississsstiT*) 
1. Does it bother you to admit that you 
haven't read a very popular book? 
2. Do you think there are degrees of 
cheating in a game or examination? 
YES 
YES 
3. Are there certain foods you feel 
sure you'd dislike without having 
ever tried them? 
YES 
4. Would you be seriously concerned to YES 
read in your horoscope that catastrophe 





5. Do you often fall short of cash several 
days before your pay or allowance is 
scheduled to come through? 
YES 
6. When you're driving, do you like 
to be first getting away from a 
stop light about to change? 
7. Would you be reluctant to learn a 
new sport in the presence of friends 
who were experts? 
8. Have you found it to be personally 
true that "a man's best friend 








9. Do you believe your choice 
of a filter cigarette 
should be based on hearsay ? 
YES • NO 
If you're the kind of person who thinks for 
yourself, then choosing a cigarette will be 
based on a careful study of the facts—not 
on quick decisions. 
Men and women who think for them­
selves usually smoke VICEROY. Their good 
judgment tells them there's only one ciga­
rette with a thinking man's filter and a 
smoking man's taste. And that cigarette is 
VICEROY. 
* I f  y o u ' v e  a n s w e r e d  " N O "  t o  e i g h t  o u t  o f  
the nine questions above, you really think 
for yourself! © 1059, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. 






ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S 
FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE 1 
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"for staff only 
Presidents, deans meet 
Common problems of Minnesota 
junior and state colleges will be dis­
cussed during Scholmen's week, Mar. 
24 at Minneapolis. 
Junior college deans and state col­
lege presidents will meet jointly to 
attempt to find solutions to various 
administrative problems. 
Dr. Smith shows films 
"Problems of Aging," presented on 
March 17, was the most recent of 
numerous films and discussions on the 
subject of mental health under the 
direction of Dr. John Smith. 
Dr. Smith addressed the Lewis and 
Clark PTA in Fargo on Mar. 10 on 
the emotional development of chil­
dren. Last Monday, Mar. 16, Dr. 
Smith spoke before the South junior 
high school PTA in Moorhead. 
Society sponsors talk 
"On College and You" is the topic 
of a speech to be given to the senior 
girls of Fergus Falls high school by 
Mrs. Virginia Grantham on Friday, 
Mar. 20. 
Mrs. Grantham's talk is sponsored 
by Delta Kappa Gamma, national 
honor society for future teachers. 
MEA acts on ethics 
The Minnesota Education Associa­
tion delegate assembly took action to 
JfWc STANDARD 
K™5 SERVICE 
Dial CE 3-3051 
1030 Main Ave., Moorhead 
You're always welcome 
at the 
Blackhawk Cafe 
Center Ave., Moorhead 
Phone CE 3-0133 




Phone CE 3-1564 
404K Center Ave., Mhd. 
The Store of friendly 
Personal Service 
0 Moorhead 0 
Drug Company 
THE REXALL STORE 
506 Center Ave. 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
who represents the Western 
States Life Insurance Co. 
Call 2-2455 or write Box 831, 
Fargo, N. Dak. 
MAKE *25 
Get the honest taste 
of a LUCKY STRIKE lOLLEGl  W A L I t n  
© A. T. co> Product of <-//& dmesii&cvn — <Ju$x£eo- is our middle 
B"—— • 
Dave Torson 
establish an ethics commission at the 
group's meeting in Minneapolis on 
Thursday and Friday. 
Dr. Glaydon Robbins, Clay county 
delegate, cited the ethics commis­
sion move as the top business of the 
assembly. 
The commission would hold hear­
ings on complaints of violations of 
professions now do, according to 
Robbins. 
The assembly also voted to abandon 
attempts to gain state laws setting 
a mandatory minimum salary schedule. 
Friday delegates called on state 
legislators to seek backing of associa­
tion legislative proposals. 
Dean attends meet 
Dean John Jenkins attended a 
meeting Friday at the Unievrsity of 
Minnesota at which the administra­
tion of federal scholarship funds was 
discussed. 
Representatives of more than 100 
midwestern colleges and universities 
attended. 
Principal purpose of the meeting 
was to discuss problems of adminis­
tration, and to determine student 
needs for the funds. 
An opinion that more funds for the 
program would be appropriated by 
Congress for this spring quarter was 
expressed by some persons, accord­
ing to Jenkins. 
« * « 
The whole art of teaching is only 
the art of awakening the natural cur­
iosity of young minds for the purpose 
of satisfying it afterwards. — Anatole 
France. 
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Savig says 
salaries low 
"Salaries of college professors and 
administrators in Minnesota will have 
t) be raised if we are to keep the 
best qualified instructors in our state," 
Mrs. Madelyn D. Savig, St. Cloud, 
said while speaking to MSC education 
classes last week. 
Speaking on the purpose of PTA, 
Mrs. Savig declared that high salaries 
in industry and business are attracting 
a great many well-qualified teachers 
away from the teaching profession. 
She urged communities not only to get 
the best teachers on all education 
levels but also to keep them by pay­
ing adequate salaries. 
College co-operation chairman of the 
Minnesota PTA, Mrs. Savig congra­
tulated MSC for being the first state 
college to participate in the PTA's 
home and family institute that is held 
on campus each summer. The institute 
is an adult education program design­
ed to help individuals realize their re­
sponsibilities to their communities. 
As for the immediate future, Mrs. 
Savig said that she is hopeful teach­
ers, students, and communities, by 
•evaluating their educational aims, will 
provide better education for young 
people. "Continued improvement in 
our educational system is absolutely 
necessary," Mrs. Savig asserted, "in 
a world where competition in educa­
tional fields is becoming increasingly 
apparent. She welfare of our nation 
is at stake." 
English 
NEARSIGHTED BASKETBALL TEAM 
Thinklish: SC.UINTET 
• II « JL" I BERENICE WYER. WESTBROOK JR COLL Get the genuine article 
should know 
this man 
His name is 
WESTERN MIST1C 
Chivalry will not die at MSC, at least not until there are 
sidewalks between Ballard and Dahl halls. Courtly David 
Strand assists distressed damsel Desta Schuetze through the 
perils of the Red River valley mud. 
Start talking our language—we've got 
hundreds of checks just itching to go! 
We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish 
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's 
a new word from two words—like those on 
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike, 
Box67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose name, 
address, college and class. 
ALDACE HOWARD PACIFIC U 
English: BIKINI BATHING SUIT 
,  OOOFREV H CAROLINA STATE 
English: POLICE PUBLICITY 
Thinklish translation: This mag­
azine is put out by a bunch of 
troublishers. Their other monthly 
offerings: a horror series (feari-
odical), pin-up pictures (leeriodi-
cal) and a fortune tellers' gazette 
(seeriodical). Naturally, none car­
ries ads mentioning the honest 
taste of fine tobacco. Who'd want 
Lucky Strike mixing with that 
crowd? As for the scandal sheet, 
it's a smeariodical which deserves 
nothing but snublicity. 
English: ENLARGED PICTURE 
English: SCANDAL MAGAZINE 
LARRY GINGER. EASTERN ILLINOIS U.  
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Question: How do long vaca­
tions two weeks after the be-
gining of a quarter affect 
you? 
Foreign jobs open 
Quast 
Dick Quast, sophomore from Long 
Prairie, "If we have to take a test 
before we go all right, but if we have 
to take a test when we come back 
it is a bad deal." 
Newton 
Wayne Newton, freshman from 
Moorhead, "I like it. It gives me a 
chance to catch up on rest from last 
quarter." 
DAKOTA 
F A H & O.v N O. D A K. 
Flowers for all 
occasions 
BRIGGS FLORAL 
Phone CE 3-1373, Moorhead 
Froemming 
Marvel Froemming, senior from 
Moorhead, "A long vacation at the 
end of the quarter is a good idea, 
however, a break right now upsets 
the whole scholastic process." 
Satin addresses 
Calif, conference 
Dr. Joseph Satin of the MSC langu­
age and literature department will be 
speaking at the National Conference 
on Communications in San Francisco 
ii: April. Also speaking at the confer­
ence will be the noted contemporary 
poet, Stephen Spender. 
More job opportunities are avail­
able in Europe this summer. One 
may work in the forests of Germany, 
on construction in Portugal, on farms 
in Germany, Sweden, and Denmark, 
in a kibbutzim in Israel, or on road 
construction in Norway. 
There are these new jobs available 
as well as jobs in Ireland, Switzerland, 
England, Italy, Spain, and Holland 
open by consent of the governments 
of these countries to American Col­
lege students coming to Europe this 
summer. 
Last year the first group of Ameri­
can students crossed the Atlantic to 
take part in the actual life of the 
people of these countries. The success 
of this project last summer has caused 
a great deal of enthusiastic interest 
and support both in America and 
Europe. This year the program has 
been expanded to include many more 
students and jobs. Some jobs require 
specialized training, but the majority 
don't. 
The purpose of this program is to 
afford the student in opportunity to 
get into real living contact with the 
people and customs of Europe. In re­
turn for his or her work, the student 
Larson 
Gladys Larson, senior from Brecken-
ridge said, "It is an excellent time to 
get caught up; also it makes for a 
nice break between seasons." 
Theodora Mack accepts the $50 English club scholarship 
from club president Vernon H a r r i s o n, while secretary-
treasurer, Charles Femling looks on. 
F-M Barber Shop 
16 South 4th Street 
Moorhead 
L. Milo Matson 
If you don't know 
your furs know your 
furrier. 





507 Center Avenue 
Air Conditioned — TV 
Soft Water — Hair Vacuum 
Dial AD 5-9430 
GRAND BARBER SHOP 
624 1st Ave. N. Fargo, N. D. 
Moorhead State Students 
Are Always Welcome At 
TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH 
7th Street and 2nd Avenue South 
"The Church of the Shining Cross" 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
8:30, 9:45, and 11:00 a.m. 
Oscar A. Anderson, Orlando A. Lee, S. Luther Simonson 
Pastors 
Quality Printing 
Dial CE 3-1391 
Job Printing 
Office Supplies 
DIERCKS PRINTING CO., INC. 
30 Third Street North Moorhead 
OUR SERVICE IS  FREE ^  
Heed 
305 Broadway 
Fargo N D. 
ovei Qt^ewc/ij 
See us for all your airline., steamsnip notel and tehori ieS( rva'mm 
Foreign and domestic Eurone South America Onen 
These men are your . . 
FINEST representives 
Mike Ettesvold, Glen Herzenach, Bud Johnsen (1. to r.) 
As your student representatives at MSC, we would like to 
invite you to stop in and look at our new store. 
Grand Opening 
March 19-20-21 
Special Grand Opening 
prizes for college sudents 
5* 
Ask for us at 
Tines! M E N S  W E A R  
Center Ave. Plaza Phone CE 3-1130 
"I hate to tell you this, handsome, but they might have a 
book on dancing in the BOOKSTORE." 
Student Exchange 
Bookstore 
will receive room and board, plus a 
wage. Students will be working under 
European economy and wages. The 
working conditions will be strictly 
controlled by the labor ministries of 
the countries involved. 
For students interested in Den­
mark the International Student Centre 
Hald, Viborg, Denmark, will be open 
to American students as well as 
Europeans. The Scandinavian Stu­
dent Travel Service, Copenhagen, 
Denmark, is offering many airplane 
flights between major cities of Europe 
at almost half the regular commercial 
rates. These rates are often cheaper 
than train fares. 
For further information on the 
placement services and travel arrange­
ments, write American-European 
Student Foundation, P.O. Box 34712, 
Vaduz, Liechtenstein, Switzerland. 
The American-European Student 
Foundation is a nonprofit organization. 
Madrigals 
sing in ND 
The Madrigal singers and brass en­
semble, under the direction of Dr. 
Harmon, are performing this morning 
at the Wahpeton, N. D. high school. 
Miss Holstad is accompaniest for the 
group. 
This afternoon the same group will 
play for the students at the Fairmont, 
N. D. public school. 
On Mar. 17 this group played in 
Hancock, Minn, for the students in 




A complete 24 Hour 
One Stop Service 
Dr. W. E. Preston 
Dr. L. B. Melicher 
Fargo Optometric Clinic 
Phone AD 2-8353 
Reed Lane — 305 Bdwy. 
Fargo, North Dakota 
Meet Your Friends At 
Wold Drug 





Dr. J. L. Gotta 
DENTIST 
32 N. 3rd. St.. Moorhead 
It's easy to place 




Fast Action-Low Cost 
Phone -7311 
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Baseball makes 
annual debut 
Spring is just around the corner. Spring is the time when 
a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of baseball. 
Baseball, our national pas- Moorhead area during the summer. 
time, is one of the most boring 
spectator sports in America 
today. To the one playing 
baseball, however, it is an ex­
citing sport. One reason for 
its popularity is that it isn't 
play played against a clock, 
making it possible to win the 
game right up to the last out. 
Baseball and its younger brother, 
Softball, account for a major share of 
the athletic activity in the Fargo-
Circle club 
elects four 
At a banquet held at the Gardner 
hotel on Thursday, Mar. 12, the Circle 
K club installed their new officers for 
1959-60. 
Installed were president Bill Adams, 
vice-president David Jenkins, secre­
tary Wayne Huffman, and treasurer 
Bernard Pavek. 
Four new members were also in­
ducted into the club by Dr. Allen 
Erickson. These were Gene Bakko, 
Glenn Henzenach, Robert Nord, and 
Jim Zuelow. 
Circle K is sponsoring a Crusade for 
Freedom contest in co-operation with 
Radio Free Europe. For the 1959 
Crusade for Freedom campaign, writ­
ers of six outstanding messages to be 
bioadcast abroad will be awarded an 
expense-paid trip to Munich to deliver 
their own message. Two hundred and 
six messages will be needed and the 
other winning entrants will be a-
warded short-wave radios. 
The delegates will be selected 
through national competition with 
other participants who complete in 
25 words or less the statement, "As 
an American I support Radio Free 
Europe because . . ." Entries must be 
postmarked by Mar. 31 and received 
no later than Apr. 10. Persons whose 
message are selected will be notified 
by May 15. 
Entry blanks will be available at 
the main desks in Ballard and Dahl 
halls for on-campus students and at 
the post office in MacLean hall for 
those off campus. 
Competition between baseball and 
Softball has resulted in a steady rise 
ia the number of softball teams to 
the point where the city merchants 
now support nearly 40 teams. In the 
meantime the number of baseball 
teams has diminished to less than 
ten. 
Athletes to work 
A working agreement between FM 
Clothes of Moorhead and the letter-
men clubs of MSC and Concordia is 
being set up. The agreement is to be 
used to aid in the earning of funds 
for athletic scholarships. 
Plans are for a number of men 
from the M club and Concordia's 
lcttermen club to each work as sales­
men two Saturdays during the month 
of April. All commissions and salaries 
earned would then be turned over 
to the scholarship fund. 
Award given 
In the final poll of the winter sports 
season the M club voted two wrestlers 
as athletes of the week. They are 
Henry Hettwer and Ed Arneson. 
Captain Henry Hettwer concludes 
his fourth season as a Dragon wrest­
ler this week with the NAIA tourna­
ment at DeKalb, Illinois. 
In four years of collegiate wrestling 
Hettwer won 31 of 57 matches and 
fought to one draw for a .552 per­
centage. His best season was the one 
just concluded in which his record 
was 14-6-1. 




John Schultz is the official scoring 
champion of the NSCC for the 1958-
59 season. The 6-6 Mankato State 
sophomore averaged 20.3 points per 
game with 203 points in 10 games. 
Only 15 points behond Schultz was 
MSC's Rodney Zimmerman with 188 
points to rank fourth in that depart­
ment. Zimmerman's 18.8 average was 
good enough for a sixth place finish 
behind Sherman Moe's 18.9 average. 
Moe missed one game and scored 169 
points in nine games. 
Co-captain Dennis Anderson scor­
ed 100 points in 10 games to round 
out the 19 players averaging in double 
figures. Players with averages of 10 
points or more: 







Bambenek, S. C. 
Klaage, W. 
Kaiser, W. 
Creery, M. T. 





Anderson, M. T. 




begins for library 
Excavation for the new MSC libr­
ary has been tentatively planned to 
start Apr. 11, according to Mr. Bern­
ard Gill, MSC head librarian. 
Mr. Gill, in describing several fea­
tures of the new library, stated that 
the bricks will be of regular standard 
size and will be in shades of red. The 
exterior walls will also be of bricks. 
The new structure will be three 
stories high with possible addition to 
the third story when the demand for 
space is needed. 
Soft shades of color and an in­
creased degree of lighting will help 
make the new library appealing and 
effective for study to the student and 
faculty. 
10 77 49 203 20.3 
7 44 52 140 20.0 
10 75 47 197 19.7 
10 76 40 192 19.2 
9 73 23 169 18.9 
10 71 46 188 18.8 
10 65 43 175 17.5 
9 54 49 157 17.4 
9 57 34 148 16.4 
9 51 27 129 14.3 
10 48 46 142 14.2 
9 56 14 126 14.0 
10 48 43 139 13.9 
10 40 41 131 13.1 
10 51 26 128 12.8 
8 40 18 98 12.3 
9 39 20 98 10.9 
10 48 22 108 10.8 
10 42 16 100 10.0 
Lowell Bolger beams as he Reads about his team winning 
the Region 6 championship. 
MSC grad Bolger 
coaches champions 
By Dick Seal 
A former Moorhead State Dragon 
basketball star has hit one of prep 
basketball's most rewarding goals; a 
trip to the Minnesota state high 
school basketball tournament. All this 
has happened despite the fact the 
coach is a "rookie" and his team won 
its first District 23 and Region 6 title 
in the school's history. 
Dragons defend tide 
The MSC baseball squad will begin 
regular scheduled^ practice the first 
week in April. There will be approxi­
mately three weeks of intra-squad 
practice and games before the first 
conference game is played. Coach 
Larry MacLeod's Dragons, co-cham­
pions of the NSCC last year, will have 
their work cut out in trying to repeat 
as titlists. 
Loss of Lettermen 
This year's team will be without 
the services of seven lettermen from 
M CLUB HONORS TWO — Freshman Ed Arneson from Glen-
wood and senior captain Henry Hettwer were voted athletes 
of the week for the final two weeks of the winter season. 
Arneson led the team with an 11-1 dual record and captured 
first place in the MSC invitational wrestling tournament. Het­
twer had a 14-6 season record and finished second in the con­
ference. Photo by Duane Nelson. 
last year's team. Not only were a 
number of these players lettermen, 
but they probably were the best in­
dividuals MSC will have on a base­
ball team in a long time to come. 
Jerry Mehlish, pitcher and 1st base­
man, and John Chalafant, catcher, 
were the most valuable to the team. 
Mehlish had a pitching record of 5-2. 
Along with these five wins Mehlish 
led the team in batting with an aver­
age of .471. Chalafant also hit hard 
and often and batted .333. 
This year 
Jimmy Oftedahl, a shortstop from 
Chicago, 111., and Gordy Grossman, an 
outfielder from Chokio, will be the 
only starters back from a team that 
posted an over-all record of 11-6. 
Oftedahl batted .316 and Grossman 
.358 last season. 
The pitching staff will have three 
hurlers in Sid Vraa, Al Santwire, and 
Don Anderson. Vraa posted a 3-2 re­
cord and Santwire was 3-1 last sea­
son. Anderson had no record as he was 
used mostly in relief. 
Milt Hysjulien, Ken Theonnes, and 
Wally LaRose are the other letter 
winners who will be out to gain a 
starting spot this year. Hysjulien and 
LaRose are outfielders and Theonnes 
is a catcher. All three of these players 
saw action with the varsity last sea­
son and all were pn the travelling 
squad. 
Need help 
Six or eight students who will be 
here this summer are wanted to run 
the fine arts program. They will be 
in charge of some of the booking, 
and all of the other arrangements, in­
cluding entertaining artists, advertis­
ing, publicity, and art work. Some 
business majors, an art major, an Eng­
lish major, and four others would 
make an ideal committee. If you are 
interested in much work, much fun, 
much learning, and no pay, see Dr. 
Joseph Satin in Room 244, MacLean 
hall as soon as possible. 
Less games 
This year the schedule calls for 13 
games. There will be five double-
headers and three single games. All 
home games will be played either at 
Barnett field or the nortnside field in 
Fargo. The cut in games comes from 
the disbanding of the Steve Gorman 
Trophy League. 
Baseball Schedule 1959 
Sat., Apr. 25, Winona (2) - - - - Home 
Tues., Apr. 28, NDAC ------- Home 
Sat., May 2, Mankato (2) - - - - Home 
Tues., May 5, Concordia ------ Home 
Sat., May 9, NDAC (2) - - - - - There 
Thur., May 14, Concordia - - - - There 
Sat., May 16, Bemidji (2) - - - - - There 
Sat., May 23, St. Cloud (2) - - - - Home 
Carleton relays 
open track season 
Track season officially opens April 
18 with the Carleton relays at North-
field, Minn. 
Gene Goedel, holder of three school 
records, the high jump, 440, and low 
hurdles, is expected to lead the MSC 
track team this year. 
Along with Goedel, a number of 
new men will be out to strengthen 
this year's squad. Freshman Jim El-
lingson from Ada, Minn., who ex-
cells in the hurdles, is expected to 
help the track team considerably. 
Track coach Roy Domek says, "At 
the present time, it looks like the 
track squad will be better overall this 
year then it was last year, and it 
should have good power in the high 
jump, 440, shot, discuss, broad jump, 
and mile." 
However, he feels that, "In the 
past few years interest has not been 
very strong and consequently the 
squad has suffered from not having 
enough participants in each event." 
Anyone interested in track should 
see Mr. Domek before Easter vaca­
tion. 
Scheduled meets include: 
Apr. 18, Carleton relays at Northfield, Minn. 
May 7, Concordia here. 
May 9, Bemidji or NDAC invitational. 
May 13, Triangular meet at Bemidji. 
May 19, Intra-city meet with NDAC and 
Concordia. 
May 23, Conference meet at St. Cloud. 
We're talking of Lowell Bolger 
and his Hawley high school Nuggets 
who are in Minneapolis now ready to 
meet defending champion Austin at 
3:30 p.m., today. 
Hawley became the first small 
school outside of the "big three' of 
Moorhead, Fergus Falls and Detroit 
Lakes to win the district since 1948 
when Barnesville cracked the big 
school barrier. 
The Nuggets made the most of their 
undefeated mark and dumped Wheat-
on 56-53 and edged a bigger Aitkins 
team 53-51 in the Region 6 finals. 
Now with a 23-0 mark, Coach 
Bolger has the lone undefeated team 
among Minnesota prep squads. His 
team, however, is meeting the pre-
tournament favorite this afternoon in 
Austin. The Packers are making their 
19th trip to the state tourney. 
While the Nuggets are facing a 
team that averages 6-3 in height and 
has much experience back from last 
year's team, there is little worry a-
bout Hawley being bothered by pres­
sure. Everyone was waiting for the 
Nuggets during regular season play 
because of an impressive win streak 
that saw Hawley go 18-0 for regular 
season play. 
Hawley has won four titles already 
in copping the, Minn-Dak., Heart O' 
Lakes, District 23 and Region 6 
crowns. 
Asked about all the winning, Bol­
ger said, "They're a great bunch of 
guys and their determination and will 
to win has been great." 
The four-year Dragon starter and 
one of Moorhead State's all-time bas­
ketball greats stated further, "We've 
felt the pressure all along." 
When questioned on how he felt 
playing small schools would affect 
tournament play prior to the district, 
Bolger said, We haven't played any 
of the big district teams during the 
year but we know that mistakes can't 
be made as often." 
Hawley proved that. After having 
a tough time beating Perham whom 
they had defeated twice during the 
year, the Nuggets swept past tourna­
ment favorite Moorhead and then de­
throned Fergus Falls lor the title. 
"It's been basketball, basketball, 
basketball at Hawley. The fan sup­
port has been terrific and the kids 
can't help but want to win with such 
town spirit behind them," Bolger said. 
Hawley s first round game with 
Austin will be televised today over 
WD AY-TV, channel 6, so that fans 
not making the 240-mile trip to Min-
nt apolis can see the Nuggets in action. 
While boasting close to 1,200 popu­
lation, Hawley will not be the team 
coming^ from the smallest city. Dick 
Nielson's Carlton team, Region 7 
champs, come from a community of 
660. 7 
